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Abstract
The amount of hydroxyl groups, particularly phenolic, is one
of the most important parameters in lignins, as it is an indicator of lignin reactivity. Ultraviolet (UV) Spectrophotometry
is a simple and inexpensive method for determining phenolic
hydroxyls in lignin. Ionization Difference Ultraviolet Spectrophotometry (Δε-method) relies on the analysis of solubilized
lignin at neutral and alkaline conditions with a UV spectrophotometer. We added a slope analysis to the ∆ε-method and
dubbed the resulting method ∆ε-IDUS (Ionization Difference
UV Spectrophotometry). We assessed the reliability of ∆ε-IDUS
by studying the well-known Indulin AT lignin. Additionally,
∆ε-IDUS was applied to a previously uncharacterized milox
lignin. When compared to 13C-NMR, ∆ε-IDUS underestimated
the amount of phenolic hydroxyls for Indulin AT, possibly due
to neglecting second phenolic hydroxyls in some lignin units,
which resist ionization because of steric hindrance. Nevertheless, the results agreed with previously reported values and
confirm that ∆ε-IDUS is useful to screen lignins based on their
phenolic hydroxyl group content.
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1 Introduction
Despite being one of the most abundant biomaterials available, lignin has its potential mostly untapped, as to this day there
are no widespread applications. It can be used as a low-grade
fuel for the recovery boiler in the pulp and paper industry; however, its potential lies in its phenolic structure. Lignin is generally defined as a complex, highly cross-linked, co-polymer of
three phenyl-propanoid units, namely p-coumaryl, coniferyl,
and sinapyl alcohols, called monolignols [1]. The R substituents in positions 3 and 5 depend on the alcohol of origin. They
can be hydrogens in both positions (p-coumaryl), one methoxy
group and one hydrogen (coniferyl), or two methoxy groups
(sinapyl) (Fig. 1a). Lignin aromatic carbons can be numbered
according to the position relative to the propanoid chain, where
the chain carbons can be denoted with Greek letters to specify the primary (α), secondary (β), and tertiary (γ) carbons in
the chain. The aromatic portions or units (without the propanoid side-chain) are named p-hydroxyphenyl (H, additative of
p-coumaryl), guaiacyl (G, additative of coniferyl), and syringyl
(S, additative of sinapyl) and they form the aromatic backbone
of lignin fragments (Fig. 1b). Thus, lignins that contain a large
proportion of one of these aromatic units can be named accordingly, such as guaiacyl lignins from softwood [3].
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Fig. 1 (a) Structure units of lignin, (b) lignin model fragment, adapted from [2]
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Given that isolated technical lignin can be obtained from
different sources (softwood, hardwood, non-wood like wheat
straw) and by different methods (kraft, soda-AQ, sulfite,
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organosolv, steam explosion) [3, 4], each of these technical
lignins has properties particular to it. Regarding the chemical
structure of lignin, one of the most important characteristics is
the hydroxyl (-OH) group content. It is an indicator of the lignin
reactivity [5] and by determining the hydroxyl content of different lignin samples, it is possible to compare them in terms of
their relative -OH group content and reactivity. The hydroxyl
groups give lignin its potential to be utilized in a variety of technical applications, such as thermosets [6], rubbers [7], polymer
blends [8] and composites (including thermoplastic composites)
[9], polyurethane foams [10], and dispersants [11].
Lignin hydroxyl groups can be aliphatic (primary, secondary) or aromatic (phenolic). They can be found in condensed
and uncondensed units. Condensed units are not normally
end-groups of the lignin molecule and are typically bound in
positions 2, 3, 5, or 6. Uncondensed units lack these linkages
and can be end units [12]. Common linkages include but are
not limited to β-5, 5-5, 4-O-5, and the most common β-O-4
[3]. Methoxy (-OCH3) substitution in positions 3 or 5 does not
make the unit condensed, but rather, as previously mentioned,
gives it the unit name guaiacyl or syringyl [13]. Additionally,
condensed and uncondensed units can have a carbonyl group
in α-position or a double bond in α-β position, in which case
they can also be referred to as conjugated units [14]. Therefore,
a phenolic hydroxyl group typically receives the name derived
from its unit e.g. conjugated condensed phenolic hydroxyl
group (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Condensation and conjugation (a) Unconjugated-uncondensed,
(b) conjugated-uncondensed, (c) unconjugated-condensed,
(d) conjugated-condensed

Some properties of lignins can be determined from the solid
bulk, such as density, moisture, and solubility in various solvents. Other properties require more elaborate methodologies,
such as Gel-Permeation Chromatography (GPC) for molecular
weight and polydispersity [15, 16, 17]. Additionally, Pyrolysis
Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (Py-GC/MS) has
been utilized for characterization of degradation products [18]
and Thermogravimetric Analysis coupled with MS (TG/MS) to
estimate the amount of functional groups (as well as origin and
isolation method) in lignin [19].
Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy is a
method which has been used for characterization of functional
groups in lignin, with the disadvantage that the post-processing
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of the data has proven to be relatively laborious due to the complexity of the spectrograms. Therefore, the method has been
used mostly as a complement to other methods [20].
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in analysis of lignin is commonly used due to its precision and ability
to identify the types of hydroxyl groups in the sample (e.g. phenolic, aliphatic or carboxylic). With NMR it is possible to elucidate the amount of both aliphatic and phenolic hydroxyl groups,
and with 31P-NMR in particular, also their structural origin (aliphatic, G, S, H, catechol, condensed, uncondensed). However,
the methods normally require laborious preparation and derivatization of the lignin samples [13, 20, 21]. There have been
successful attempts to analyze lignin without derivatization,
using DMSO-d6 under specific conditions of complete dryness
(no water) with no base and no acid present except for the lignin
carboxylic acid groups [22]. Additionally, NMR has proven to
exhibit interlaboratory variations in analyses results [23].
A relatively simple determination of the phenolic
hydroxyl groups (OHph) in lignin can be done by Ultraviolet
Spectrophotometry. The method is known as Ultraviolet
Ionization Difference Spectrophotometry, UV-Difference
Spectrophotometry, Δε-method, or as it is used in this work:
Δε-IDUS. The analysis principle is based on the so-called
bathochromic and hyperchromic shifts in the absorption spectrum of lignin based on ionization of the hydroxyl groups at
alkaline conditions [24, 25]. The bathochromic shift occurs
when the absorption maximum is displaced to a longer wavelength, while a hyperchromic shift entails an increase in
absorption intensity at a certain wavelength [26]. By subtracting the neutral spectrum from the alkaline spectrum, a so-called
ionization difference spectrum (Δ-spectrum) is obtained, with
characteristic maxima based on the type of phenolic hydroxyl
groups. The method assumes complete dissolution of the
lignin in the solvent. If this condition is not met, the actual
amount of phenolic hydroxyl groups will be underestimated.
Through calibration with model compounds, it is possible to
apply the method to lignins of different origins, provided that
they are soluble at neutral and alkaline conditions in the solvent of choice [24].
In this work we modified the sample analysis procedure for
the ∆ε-method [14, 25], using slope analysis, and dubbed the
resulting method ∆ε-IDUS (Ionization Difference Ultraviolet
Spectrophotometry). We assessed the reliability of the ∆ε-IDUS
method by studying a well-known Indulin AT lignin. The results
were compared with the literature values. Furthermore, we
applied the ∆ε-IDUS method to a previously uncharacterized
milox lignin. 13C-NMR analysis of both lignins was also performed to obtain reference values and additional information
about the OH groups not observable with the ∆ε-IDUS method.
This allowed us to obtain information on the difference in results
between methods, and the relative amount of phenolic hydroxyl
groups between the two different technical lignins.
W. M. Goldmann et al.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Technical lignins
Indulin AT kraft pine lignin from MeadWestvaco (Richmond,
VA, USA) and a milox organosolv birch lignin were analyzed.
The milox process is a multi-stage pulping process with peroxyformic acid and formic acid treatment stages [27, 28]. Table 1
shows the variability of results in determining the phenolic
hydroxyl content in Indulin AT lignin by different methods and
the same method by different authors. The total amount of phenolic hydroxyl groups in Indulin AT is 3.31 ± 0.50 mmol/g with
99% confidence (t-based confidence interval C.I.). The limited
data about the two distinct types of phenolic OH (condensed
and uncondensed) suggests that the uncondensed hydroxyl
groups are more prominent than the condensed ones.

volume of 50 μL from each sample was diluted with 4.95 mL
of each corresponding buffer solution for final concentrations between 0.001 and 0.05 g/L. 3 mL of each solution were
introduced in the analysis cuvette and analyzed in a Shimadzu
1800-Series Double Beam UV-Spectrophotometer between the
wavelengths of 400 and 230 nm. The quartz cuvette utilized
for the UV-Spectrophotometer had a path (width) of 1 cm and
maximum capacity of 4.3 mL.
The neutral (pH 6) spectrum of each sample was subtracted
from its alkaline spectrum to yield a spectrum, from which the
difference absorbance maxima at about 300 nm and 360 nm
were recorded.

C-NMR

3.83

[30]

1

H-NMR

2.65

[31]

1

H-NMR

3.59

[32]

2.2.2 Slope analysis
The slope analysis is based on the Δε-method, with modification on how the values from the UV-spectra are obtained.
We found experimentally that the mass extinction coefficient
measurement was unstable with respect to concentration. By
using slope analysis, the mass extinction coefficient can be calculated from the slope of a line fitted to data of absorbance and
concentration and the instability of the measurement reduced.
According to the Beer-Lambert equation [35] , the absorbance maximum at a given wavelength for the lignin samples is

1

H-NMR

3.46

[33]

Amax = amax bc

1

H-NMR

Table 1 Phenolic hydroxyl content (mmolOH/gLignin) of Indulin AT lignin
measured by several methods reported in the literature.
Method

Total OHph

Source

13

C-NMR

3.9

[30]

13

3.2

[30]

31

P-NMR

a

3.63

[13]

31

P-NMRb

2.31

[20]

31

P-NMRc

3.20

[21]

31

P-NMR

2.90

[31]

31

P-NMR

4.11

[30]

Aminolysis

3.40

[34]

Aminolysis

3.05

[14]

Chemical

3.75

[32]

FTIR/PLS

3.75

[32]

Methylation

3.77

[31]

UV

2.49

[33]

UV

2.64

[14]

d

Uncondensed OHph (mmolOH/gLignin) a 1.95, b 2.31, c 1.92, d 2.55
Condensed OHph (mmolOH/gLignin) a 1.67, b 1.28, c n.a., d 1.58

2.2 Ionization Difference Ultraviolet
Spectrophotometry
2.2.1 Sample preparation
Aqueous buffers of pH 12 and pH 6, as well as a solution
of 0.2 M NaOH were prepared according to [25]. Solutions of
Indulin AT and milox lignin were prepared at a concentration
of 10 g/L with ethylene glycol as solvent. Six samples were
prepared by diluting the mother solutions with ultrapure water
to concentrations between 0.1 and 5 g/L. For each analysis, a
Determination of Phenolic OH Groups in Lignin by ∆ε-IDUS

(1)

where Amax is the dimensionless absorbance, amax is the mass
absorptivity or extinction coefficient in L·g-1·cm1, b is the
path length in cm, and c is the concentration of lignin in g/L.
Consequently, within concentration ranges where the BeerLambert Law applies, the absorbance increases linearly with
increasing concentration with slope amaxb for a given wavelength. For each of the alkaline spectra, the neutral spectrum 1
is subtracted from the alkaline spectrum 2.

∆Amax = Amax 2 − Amax1 = amax 2b2c2 − amax1b1c1

(2)

If identically dimensioned cuvettes are utilized, and given
that both spectra come from the same original sample, the
terms b and c are constant, and Eq. (2) simplifies to

∆Amax = ( amax 2 − amax1 ) bc = ∆amax bc

(3)

In order to minimize error in the determination, the ∆A
maxima (∆Amax) are measured as a function of concentration. The
two characteristic maxima of lignin will normally fall around the
wavelengths of 300 (295-305 for Indulin AT) and 360 (365-375
for Indulin AT) nm. Linear equations correlating the difference
absorbance maxima with the sample lignin concentration are
fitted to the data, each with their particular slope ∆amax (maximum
difference mass absorptivity). The conversion of ∆amax values
to the corresponding amount of phenolic hydroxyl groups
(typically reported in mmolOH/gLignin or wt%) is based on the
molar difference absorptivity maxima (Δεmax) in L·mol-1·cm-1
of model structures. The molar difference absorptivity or
2017 61 2
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Table 2 Calculation of OHph in mmol/g given difference absorptivity maxima ∆akλ L·mol-1·g-1, where k is the ionization level,
and λ the wavelength in nm. The ‘max’ subscript has been omitted for visual clarity
Calculation
Lin & Dence
[24]

Gärtner [14]
& Zakis [25]

C5-substituted (Condensed)

Uncondensed
0.223∆a1300 + 0.078∆a1315

0.112 ∆a1320 (

)

+0.043∆a1350 + 0.032 ∆a1370
+0.056∆a

380
1

0.250 ( ∆a2300 − ∆a1300 )
+0.107 ( ∆a2300 − ∆a1300 )

0.250∆a1300 + 0.107 ∆a1360

Conjugated
0.078∆a1315 + 0.043∆a1350
+0.032∆a1370 + 0.056∆a1380

0.048 ∆a2360 (

extinction of model structures or compounds is commonly
represented by Δε (after which the Δε-method is named). The
numerical procedure is dependent on the model structures and
levels of ionization and has been reported elsewhere [14, 24,
25]. A brief comparison of the formulae is presented in Table 2.
Zakis [25] and Gärtner et al. [14] utilize two ionization levels, the first solution being alkaline at pH 12 and the second
super-alkaline at 0.2M NaOH. Their approaches differ only
conceptually with respect to the model structures. Zakis [25]
describes four structure types of phenolic units based on conjugation (α-carbonyl) and C5-substitution (which resist ionization at pH 12) [25]. Gärtner [14] utilizes the same model structures of Zakis [25] (i.e. doesn’t recalibrate the method) and
reinterprets the conjugated structures to include the structures
with an α-β double bond. Gärtner [14] also adds a term to the
calculation equations which had been missing from the method
by Zakis [25], likely due to a misprint. Thus, the total amount
of OHph is the same in both methods [14, 25].
Lin & Dence [24] use only the lower ionization level (pH 12)
and describes six possible model structures, of which two types
cannot be predicted accurately due to ionization resistance
caused by steric hindrance. C5-substituted (or so-called weakly
acidic [14]) structures have been assumed in this paper to be
condensed, although this will not always be necessarily the case.
2.3 13C-NMR analysis
2.3.1 Lignin acetylation
Prior to the 13C NMR analysis, the lignins were acetylated
to provide an improved spectral resolution to the lignin spectra as the acetylation shifts the signals of hydroxyl groups
to the carboxyl region in the 13C spectrum [36] as well as to
improve solubility and minimize association effects between
molecules [37]. The acetylation was conducted using a modified version of the procedure by [38]. Indulin AT kraft lignin
(ca. 2 g) was placed into a flask. Freshly prepared acetylation
solution (20 mL of 50/50 (v/v) Acetic Anhydride/Pyridine) was
added. The flask was plugged with a rubber top. The sample
was acetylated for 3 days in complete darkness (i.e. covered) at
room temperature under constant stirring. The temperature of
the mixture was raised to 50 °C and the reaction was allowed
96
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)

Total

0.223∆a1300 + 0.078∆a1315

0.223∆a1300 + 0.112 ∆a1320

+0.043∆a1350 + 0.032 ∆a1370
+0.056∆a1380 + 0.112∆a1320

0.250∆a2300 + 0.059 � ∆a2360

0.250∆a2300 + � 0.107∆a2360

to continue for 4 more days at this temperature, for a total of 7
days. At the end, no solids were observed in the mixture, which
was pitch black. The sample was precipitated using an acidic
(pH 2) solution composed of 240 mL of ultrapure water and
200 μL of 37% HCl. The solution was cooled down to near
freezing temperature, by placing the beaker in a crushed-ice
bath (some NaCl was added to the ice to decrease the melting
point). The acetylated lignin solution was added drop-wise into
the precipitation solution under constant stirring. The solution
was then filtered through a 1.2 μm fiberglass filter in a Büchner
funnel. The precipitate was dried at room temperature for 24
hours under a fume hood and subsequently freeze-dried under
vacuum overnight. The freeze-dried lignin was accurately
weighed out into a 2 mL vial (~150-160 mg). A standard solution of trioxane in DMSO was prepared by carefully weighing
out the trioxane (128.8 mg) and adding 4.0 mL of DMSO to
the solution. From the prepared standard solution, 800 µL were
added to the lignin vial yielding ca. 200 mg/mL of lignin solution. The prepared solution was dark brown in color, and no
insoluble solids were detected.
2.3.2 Determination conditions
13
C-NMR determinations were carried out on 14.1 T Bruker
Avance III 600 spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm broad-band
(BB) probe operating at 150.903 MHz for carbon. Experiments
were conducted at room temperature in DMSO-d6 solvent.
The positions of the peaks were referenced to the residual solvent peak (DMSO-d6 at 39.5 ppm). Quantitative 13C spectra
were recorded using inversed gate proton decoupling sequence
(Bruker standard sequence “zgig30”). The number of scans
was 9000, relaxation delay was 36 s (at least five times T1) and
the excitation pulse angle was 30°.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 13C-NMR results
Quantitative 13C spectra of the acetylated Indulin AT and
milox lignin are shown in Fig. 3. A sharp signal for the internal
reference (trioxane) is visible at 94 ppm. Integrated value of
this signal was used for quantitative analysis.

W. M. Goldmann et al.

Table 3 Hydroxyl content of two acetylated lignins in mmolOH/gLignin
determined by 13C-NMR.

Fig. 3 Quantitative 13C spectrum of (a) milox and (b) Indulin AT lignin

Three clearly resolved signals between 168-171 ppm were
observed (Fig. 4), corresponding to acetylated hydroxyl groups
(OAc). The signals can be assigned to phenolic OAc (S3, 168169 ppm), secondary OAc (S2, 169-170 ppm) and primary OAc
(S1, 170-171 ppm) groups [29]. The signals were used for the
determination of hydroxyl content in the acetylated samples.
The deconvolution of the spectra in the acetylated hydroxyl
group region required altogether six peaks.
For the Indulin AT lignin, phenolic OAc comprises the peaks
numbers 4, 5 and 6, secondary OAc the peak number 3, and
primary OAc the peaks numbers 1 and 2. Assigned peaks corresponds well with previously reported regions [30]. For milox
lignin, phenolic OAc comprises the peak number 6, secondary
OAc the peaks number 5 and 4, and primary OAc the peaks number 1, 2 and 3. Calculated contents of each hydroxyl type are presented in Table 3. The calculated phenolic hydroxyl content for
Indulin AT (3.84 mmol/g) is in good agreement with the values
(2.31-4.11 mmol/g) from previous studies (see Table 1 and [30]).

Lignin

Primary (α)

Secondary (β)

Phenolic (OHph)

Total OH

Indulin AT

1.66

0.98

3.84

6.48

Milox

4.27

0.64

0.56

5.46

There has been 31P-NMR analyses performed for a milox
birch lignin isolated by [39], resulting in 1.31, 1.98, and
1.22 mmol/g of OHph at the different milox delignification
pulping stages, for a total of 4.07, 3.57, and 3.25 mmol/g of
OH. The milox lignin in our study is a result of the combination of the lignin obtained from all stages of delignification,
with about one-half to one-third of the amount of OHph and 50
to 70% higher amount of total OH than the milox lignins analyzed by 31P-NMR by [39]. On the other hand, the milled wood
lignin (MWL) analyzed by [39] bears particular similarities in
hydroxyl content as it was determined on milox lignin in this
paper. The MWL had 4.22 of OHaliphatic and 1.01 of OHph for
a total of 5.32 mmolOH/g. Lignin properties seem to be sensitive to specifics in delignification operation conditions despite
similar basic process, and cooking chemicals. Additionally,
our study suggests that it is possible to isolate birch lignin
by milox-type peroxyformic and formic acid-based process
without the final lignin product suffering significant structural
changes with respect to the total OH content.
Even though Indulin AT and milox lignin appear to have
about the same amount of total OH (6.48 and 5.46 respectively), according to the 13C-NMR analysis, Indulin AT has predominantly phenolic hydroxyl groups (3.84 mmol/g) whereas
milox lignin has a dominant amount of aliphatic hydroxyl
groups (4.91 mmol/g).

Fig. 4 Deconvoluted 13C-NMR spectra of acetylated (a) milox and (b) Indulin AT lignin in the acetylated hydroxyl group region. The continuous black line is
the experimental signal, the blue peak curves are the deconvoluted/fitted peaks, and the dashed red line is the sum of the fit.
Determination of Phenolic OH Groups in Lignin by ∆ε-IDUS
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Table 4 Details of the linear regressions, where Δamax b is the slope
Conc. (mg·L-1)

ΔAmax

Data points

Δamax b
(L·g-1·cm-1)

R2

300

0.9 − 46.0

0.010 − 0.297

10

6.9866

0.9844

360

0.9 − 46.0

0.010 − 0.361

10

7.8966

0.9971

300

0.9 − 46.0

0.014 − 0.328

10

7.9543

0.9729

360

0.9 − 46.0

0.013 − 0.387

10

8.5589

0.9955

300

1.8 − 45.6

0.007 − 0.059

9

1.1253

0.7797

360

1.8 − 45.6

0.004 − 0.035

9

0.7634

0.7573

300

1.8 − 45.6

0.007 − 0.114

9

1.9516

0.7964

360

1.8 − 45.6

0.003 − 0.055

9

1.0250

0.7987

Indulin AT
pH 12−pH 6

pH ≥14 (0.2N
NaOH)−pH 6

λ(nm)

λ(nm)

Milox
pH 12−pH 6

pH ≥14 (0.2N
NaOH)−pH 6

λ(nm)

λ(nm)

3.2 Δε-IDUS results
Figure 5 shows the ΔA-spectrum for Indulin AT and
milox for the samples with 0.2 M NaOH at a concentration
of 0.05 g/L. The ΔA-spectra for the Indulin AT lignin had a
generally higher difference absorbance throughout the whole
wavelength range between 230-400 nm and naturally larger ΔA
maxima. The maxima have slightly different locations for each
lignin. This observation may arise from the expected structural
difference between different types of lignins. Throughout the
whole concentration range, the increase of difference absorbance is practically linear, which enables reliable calculations of
the maximum difference mass absorptivities (Δamax) and therefore the concentration of phenolic hydroxyl groups (Table 4).
Lin [24] recommends that the concentration of the sample
should give an absorbance between 0.2 and 0.8 while Zakis
[25] suggests a final concentration between 0.04 and 0.06 g/L,
and the procedure by Gärtner [14] utilizes a concentration of
about 0.08 g/L. Ultimately, the lignin and solvent in question
will determine the appropriate concentration, which should
ideally be large enough for a clear measurement, as well as
small enough that it remains within the area where the BeerLambert Law applies. The procedure by Lin [24] utilizes only
the information from the ∆A-spectrum with a pH 12 buffer,
while Zakis [25] and Gärtner et al. [14] also utilize the one with
0.2 M NaOH. The disadvantage of the former [24] is that it
neglects the C5-substituted structures which are not be ionized
at pH 12. The procedure by Gärtner et al. [14] adds a term to the
equations from Zakis [25] to correct for an apparent misprint
and conceptually reinterprets the conjugated model structures
to add those with α-β double bond.
98
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Fig. 5 ΔA-spectra with 0.2 M NaOH at 0.05 g/L.

The results of the slope analysis with two different calculation procedures for Indulin AT and milox lignins are shown in
Table 5 and Table 6, respectively. The calculated values of the
phenolic hydroxyl group content for Indulin AT using the calculation procedure of [24] gave a significantly lower amount
(1.95 mmol/g) than the previously reported values (below the
99% C.I.). The total OHph calculated by the procedures by [25]
and [14] (2.88 mmol/g) was similar to previously reported values by UV method (2.49 [33] and 2.64 [14] mmol/g) and fell
within the 99% C.I. The values for the milox lignin were significantly smaller than for Indulin AT; they differed by a factor of five. However, the milox lignin appeared to have similar amount of C5-substituted and uncondensed units, whereas
Indulin AT had mostly uncondensed OHph units.

W. M. Goldmann et al.

Table 5 Phenolic hydroxyl group content in Indulin AT lignin (mmolOH/gLignin)
determined by the Δε-IDUS method.
Calc.
Proc.

Cond.
C5-subs.

Uncond.

Conj.

Unconj.

Total
OHph

[24]

-

1.95

0.25

1.70

1.95

[14][25]

0.28

2.60

0.40

2.48

2.88

The Indulin AT results based on the calculation procedure by
[24] agree accurately with the reported uncondensed amount of
OHph (1.92 - 2.55 mmol/g) from Table 1. However, the results
underestimate the total amount of phenolic hydroxyl groups,
perhaps due to the fact that [24] utilized only the ∆A-spectra
obtained from the solutions with pH 12 buffer, which might not
be enough to ionize all structures. In addition, the procedure
utilizes different model structures than the structures from the
procedures by [25] and by [14].
Table 6 Phenolic hydroxyl group content in milox lignin (mmolOH/gLignin)
determined by the Δε-IDUS method.
Calc.
Proc.

Cond.
C5-subs.

Uncond.

Conj.

Unconj.

Total
OHph

[24]

-

0.30

0.025

0.275

0.30

[14][25]

0.235

0.365

0.05

0.55

0.60

Even with the limited information available in the literature about on the condensed and uncondensed amounts of
OHph in Indulin AT, the available data (Table 1) compared to
the results shows that the Δε-IDUS method determines the
amount of uncondensed OHph reliably and within range of the
reported values. However, it does seem to have a small negative deviation in the amount of condensed OHph, This is possibly due to highly cross-linked condensed units having ionization resistance because of steric hindrance, as the OHph from
uncondensed (terminal) units would be more easily accessible. Additionally, it has been previously reported [40] that the
Δε-method yields slightly smaller values for the total amount
of OHph in Indulin AT due to a second phenolic hydroxyl group
in structures of the type biphenyl or catechol, which are not
detected by the method. The results of this study support this,
as the amount of phenolic hydroxyl groups in Indulin AT calculated by the Δε-IDUS method yielded clearly smaller total
OHph (2.88 mmol/g) than 13C-NMR (3.84 mmol/g). This is
further confirmed by previously reported values, where the
phenolic hydroxyls determined were 2.49 mmol/g by UV and
3.43 mmol/g by 1H-NMR [33]. It is to be noted that the difference in both cases is of about 1 mmol/g between UV and NMR;
an underestimation of about 25% and 27% respectively.
In the analysis of milox lignin, there was no considerable
difference between the total OHph values determined with
Δε-IDUS (0.60 mmol/g) and 13CNMR (0.56 mmol/g). This
Determination of Phenolic OH Groups in Lignin by ∆ε-IDUS

suggests that the analyzed milox lignin might have had little
or practically no double phenolic hydroxyl structures or highly
cross-linked condensed structures. Additionally, the difference
in values between 13CNMR and Δε-IDUS for milox lignin OHph
(ca.6.7%) could be attributed to experimental variability.
4 Conclusions
The Δε-method was modified to include a slope analysis to
reduce the experimental variation in calculation of the mass
extinction coefficient Δamax , and the resulting method was
named Δε-IDUS. The Δε-IDUS method allows the determination of phenolic hydroxyl groups in lignin. The method was
utilized to determine the phenolic hydroxyl content of two
technical lignins: pine kraft Indulin AT and birch organosolv
milox lignin. Additionally, 13C-NMR determination of the
lignins was carried out in order to compare the results with the
values reported in literature and to assess the reliability of the
Δε-IDUS method.
In general, the Δε-IDUS method has proven to be a reliable and useful one, capable of giving a prompt glance at the
phenolic hydroxyl group content of lignin. This has been confirmed by the agreement of the results with the values reported
in literature, and further supported by the agreement between
Δε-IDUS and 13C-NMR analysis of a previously uncharacterized milox lignin.
The Δε-IDUS method allows for comparison between lignin
samples through their relative reactivity as expressed by their
phenolic hydroxyl content. The preferred method for deeper
analysis will remain NMR due to its capabilities of elucidating
in great detail the amount of different forms of hydroxyl groups
in lignin. Since the presence of a second phenolic hydroxyl (e.g.
biphenyl, catechol) in some units is neglected by the ∆ε-IDUS
method, it is wise to regard it as a semi-quantitative screening
method. For detailed description of the hydroxyl groups, NMR
has remained state-of-the-art.
Ideally, methods to characterize lignin would not need laborious pre-treatments or derivatization. This might not prove
to be a trivial undertaking. Lignin is so complex and heterogeneous, with different properties given by its origin and isolation method that analysis methods have to be developed,
adjusted, and fine-tuned for every group of lignins with similar
characteristics. Due to the relatively simple pretreatment and
derivation procedures of Δε-IDUS in comparison to NMR,
the Δε-IDUS method becomes one of the most cost- and time
effective ways to screen and compare lignin samples based on
one of their most important properties, the phenolic hydroxyl
group content.
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